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TRI Chi

"MAKE A WISH, THERE'S NOTHING TO IT"

Leslie Fodge - Director
Stephanie Morrow, Elizabeth Mason - Assistant Directors

Kelli Wolf, Elise Turner, Allison Lavendar, Andrea Witherow, Jennifer Bruce, Christin Northern, Amy Garrett, Liz Frazier, Stephanie Morrow, Ashley Crouch, Summer Ballew, Jane Black, Lauren Blackburn, Julie Burrow, Linsey Choate, Sayla Coker, Jessica Cooper, Lyndsy Curtis, Jennifer Daughthy, Amy Fincher, Lesley Floyd, Leslie Fodge, Dana Glasgow, Shelby Grayson, Emily Greenslade, Christen Hall, Whitney Hall, Becky Hart, Beth Hart, Brittany Hassell, Jessica Heath, Alania Huber, Hayden Huey, Amy Hulett, Jennifer Jerles, Bethany Kyzar, Stephanie Lochal, Elizabeth Mason, Jamie McCampbell, Staci Morrow, Michelle Neurohr, Kristy Newton, Jennifer Patton, Brooke Pierce, Tara Reece, Taber Reynolds, Rebecca Rogers, Tamara Rossworn, Amanda Aldridge, LeAnn Arnold, Lindsey Barber, Rachel Bass, Julee Bell, Henley Bergstrom, Jodi Blackwell, April Kennedy, Angie Kirksey, Angela McDonald, Elise Moore, Emily Mandy Blackwood, Caryn Bridges, Skidmore, Swanigan, Heather Tackett, Kristin Thorton, Tracy Vila, Jennifer Waters, Monkey Williams

CHI RHO PHI

"COLORS ON CALL"

Emily Wiseman - Co-Director
Laura Hafer - Co-Director

Holley Bamburg, Emily Byers, Alyene Christie, Emily Coulter, Natalie Fleming, Lauren Gross, Laura Hafer, April Kennedy, Angie Kirksye, Angela McDonald, Elise O’Brien, Bethany Rawley, Kimberly Sanders, Leigh Skidmore, Emily Wiseman, Leah Wright, Daniel Brannett, Adam Copeland, Sammy Lange, Rushing Mayes, Nathan Syer, Jonathan White

EEE

"MIMES COMING OUT"

Katie Kolb - Co-Director
Lacy Fleming - Co-Director


INTERNATIONAL CLUB

"SAFARI ACROSS THE NATIONS"

Alaina Cates - Director
Karsten Zimny, Abraao Cristina - Assistant Directors


ETA ALPHA OMEGA

"THE JEDI KNIGHTS"

Will Bollen - Director
Jeff Hatton - Assistant Director

Will Bollen, Steven Chapman, Brandon Gatti, Mark Gustke, Josh Heffey, Brandon Jones, Jeff Hatton, Jon Hatton, Chris McGlone, Charles Robinson, Clay Steelman, Jessica Bryant, Karissa Ferguson, Allison Lavender, Kaci Nottingham, Shealyn Sowers

CHI IOTA SIGMA

"A SHOW OF MAMMOTH PROPORTIONS"

Sean Lowery - Co-Director
Keisha Pittman - Co-Director

Chris Daughterty, Chris Davis, James Hulett, Sean Lowery, Rushing Mayes, Jeremy Miller, Troy Patterson, Kyle Thomas, Bryant Turney, Ruth Galley, Laura Hafer, Katie Lewis, Jennifer Patton, Whitney Parrish, Keisha Pittman, Ashley Starr

SIGMA ALPHA SIGMA

"A ROAD BARREL'S LIFE FOR US"

Blaine Sanders - Director

“Seize the Day”

TRI CHI

CHI RHO PHI

Women of Yesterday

EEE

Once Upon a Time...

INTERNATIONAL CLUB

“Jesus Never Fails”

ETA ALPHA OMEGA

Intermission

CHI IOTA SIGMA

King of Pop

SIGMA ALPHA SIGMA

“Two Sleepy People”

CHI DELTA

Call Backs!

CAMPUS MINISTRIES

BETA BETA

Lights! Camera! Action!

2002 Tiger Tunes Mega-Mix

Awards and Announcements
CHI DELTA  “SQUAW PRIDE”  
Kristen McKay - Director  
Emily Lyons - Choreographer


CAMPUS MINISTRIES  “WHATEVER FLOATS YOUR BOAT”  
Eric Snodgrass - Director  
Sarah Moseley - Assistant Director


BETA BETA  “NEVER GROW UP”  
Justin Harrison - Director  
Ben Sinclair - Assistant Director

Clint Blackwood, Taylor Bailey, Matt Banks, Matt Bell, Steven Bertram, Matt Bridwell, Josh Bishop, Case Carmichael, Kelly Cook, Kyle Cook, Scott Dement, Josh Farmer, Justin Harrison, Brett Hendricks, Jeff Hendricks, Chad Holscaw, Blake Johnson, Michael Kirkpatrick, Blake Linn, Daniel Morrison, Jeremy Orman, Phillip Petty, Andrew Rankin, Justin Reddin, Brad Rogers, Kris Seyler, Ben Sinclair, David Stogsdill, Scott Speights, Clark Tennyson, Chad Tharp, Andy Turner, Justin Voris, Kenny Wasson, Andrew West, Chris Whiddon

HOSTS HOSTESSSES

Chason Laing, Matt Snow, Robert Ramsey, Jo Anna Judd, Avery Amparan, Brooke Smith
SPECIAL THANKS

Tiger Tunes Director
Assistant Tiger Tunes Director
Judges
Facility Scheduling
OSF President
Staff Coordinator
OSF Directors
Musical Director
Host & Hostess Coordinator
Technical Production
Catering
Program

Karen Sines
Sarah Wright
Bethany Jones & Amber White
Paul Bass & Tammy Barnes
Lori Eason
Mac Sisson
Jeff & Deborah Root
Stephen Gent
Bryan Bailey
Bryan Bailey, Joey Licklider & JPAC Staff
Sodexho Marriott Dining Services
Brett Swihart
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April Adams, Heather Alexander, Ben Babcock,
Kaylan Christopher, Lori Eason, Emily Gray, Stephanie Haynes,
Chelsea Hudson, Stephanie Johnson, Tony Jones, April Lonell,
Juli McCall, Tiffany McCarty, Jessica McFadden, Nicole Mealer,
Ellie Neytcheva, J.J. Palma, April Reeder, Irina Sadovova,
Karen Sines, Meagan Stilwell, Brett Swihart, Mendy Woodruff,
Kristi Worley, Sarah Wright, Stephanie Wright
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